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Introduction. We combine Shapiro’s lemma on cohomology of
groups with Eichler-Shimura isomorphism for elliptic modular forms.
As an application of it, we show the rationality of the periods of any
primitive cusp form of Neben type. Details will appear elsewhere.

1o Let F be a congruence subgroup o SL(2, Z). I acts on the

complex upper hal place H rom the let by (ca bd)(Z)=(az+b)/(cz+d)
or z e H. Let S+(F) be the space o cusp orms of weight w+ 2 >= 2
on F, and S/(F) be the subspace of S/(F) consisting of the cusp
orms whose Fourier coefficients at z=ic are all real. Let P be the
set of all the parabolic elements in SL(2, Z)=F(1). Let dS be the
(w/ 1) dimensional differential form, the transpose o (dz, zdz, zdz,
., zdz) on the H. Letp be the representation o F FGL(w+ 1, Z),

whichis given by (cz+d)+(d-og)=p(g)(d)orallg=( bd) eF,
where (dS)o g denotes the pull back of dS by g. Let r]= Ind p be

()

the representation of F(1) induced from p. Let Hr(F, p,,R) and
H(F(1), ri,R) be the first parabolic cohomology group with R coef-
ficients where R=R or Z. R, Q and Z denote the real numbers, the
rational numbers and the rational integers respectively. Let g=l,
g, g,..., g be representative of the left coset decomposition F\F(1).
For a f e So/.(F), we set (f)=the (w+ 1)m dimensional differential

(f(z)d) g

1(f(z)d-o) gorm which is given by : where (f(z)d)o g denotes the

\(f(z)Sw) g
pull back of (f(z)dSw) by g e F(1). We normalize such as (g)2(f)
=2(f)og. Now let z0 be any point in the H,A be any (w+l)m
dimensional column vector in R(/) and w be an arbitrary rational
integer_>_0. Then we have"

""J:f(f)+(W,(a)--l)Lemma 1 For a f e S+(F) /"(1) a-Re is

a eoeyele in Z(F(1), W, R). Its eohomology class in H(F(1), z], R) is

determined by f and independent of z0 and A.
Theorem 1. There is an R-linear surjective isomorphism
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Sw/(F)-H(F(1),, R) which is given by fthe cohomology class

of (F(1) Re

To prove these we use Shapiro’s lemma and Eichler-Shimura isomor-
phism.

Shapiro’s lemma (e.g. [5]). The map sh; HI(F(1),,Z)HI(F,
p, Z) induced by the compatible maps F F(1) and the projection of
Z(+) to the first (w/ 1) components is a sur]ective isomorphism.

Let she be the restriction of the map sh to H(F(1), ],Z). By
G. Shimura [13] Proposition 8.6, the natural injection of Z(F(1), Vw, Z)
(resp. Znr(F, p, Z)) into Z(F(1), ]w, R) (resp. Znr(F, pu, R)) induces
the R-linear surjective isomorphism ] H(F(1), w, Z))R--H(F(1),
, R) (resp. ] Hr(F,, Z)(R’’=.. r(F, p, R)). Then we have;

Theorem 2. (i) shp(H(E(1),, Z))cHant(F, p, Z).
(ii) The map shpR" H(F(1), ], R)-Hr(F, pw, R) induced by the

maps she, ] and ]. is a sur]ective R-linear isomorphism.
(iii) The image of ]I(Hi(F(1),,Z)) by the map sheR coincides

with ](H r(F, p, Z)).
(iv) The composite map (sheR)o

S+.(F)-H(F(1),, R)--Hr(F, Pw, R)
is the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism for Sw/(F).
We set E-(sheR)o . As to E-S isomorphism, see [3], [12], [13].

2. Let N>__ 1 be any rational integer. We associate each N with
the subgroups F(N)CFo(N)SL(2, Z) defined by

(a b e F(N)a=_d_= l mod N and c=0modN.
c d/

Let Z be any Dirichlet character mod N, w be any rational integer_>_0,
and S+2(N, ) be the space of all the f(z) e S/(F(N)) satisfying

f(e+be+d )(e+d)--2=z(d)f() for all (e gb) el-’(N)"

We set (fl [g])(z)=f((az / b)/(cz / d))(cz / d)-- for f e Sw+2(/I(N)) and

g=( bd) eSL(2, R) and t=(01 _). Now let F be any primitive

form in S/(N, Z) in the sense of Atkin-Lehner [1], Miyake [10], Deligne,

Casselman, and W. Li. F has the Fourier expansion F(z)= , aq

where q exp 2=iz and a 1. We set Q-- Q(a, a, a, .)-- the field
generated by all the Fourier coefficients of F over Q. Then we have;

Theorem :. There are two constants c+ and c- in C dependent
only on F such that
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i) (FI [g])(z)zdz+(--1)TM (FI [tgt])(z)zdz e Q,
C+

(FI [g])(z)zdz+(-1) (FI [tgt])(z)zdz e Q[(ii) :-
for all g e SL(2, Z) and all rational integers with 0 <_l <_ w.

First the result of Theorem 3 type was given in Manin [7] for
Su/(SL(2, Z)). Damerell considered the values of a Hecke’s L function
oi: imaginary quadratic field based on a different idea [2]. Birch,
Manin, Mazur and Swinnerton-Dyer investigated the case of z=trivial
character 0, all an e Q and w+2-2 in relation to a Well parametriza-
tion ([6], [9]). Shimura investigates the special values of zeta functions
associated with a primitive form in connection with the convolution
method. Our Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 given below is obtained by him
independently of us ([14], [15]). We hear that Razar also proves the
Corollary 2 o: Theorem 3 in the case :=;0 under a certain condition on

in [11]. Independently o: them we proved our Theorem 3 in the case
of =;0 and any weight in [4] by the period method which is a natural
generalization of Manin [7] and is different from the one given in this
note and those o: Shimura and Razar. Our Theorem 3 and Corollary
1 o: Theorem 3 described here are new, not covered by them and not
derived from our Corollary 2 oi: Theorem 3 given below.

ForleZwithO<_l<_wandxeQ, wesetP(x)=--

+__(--1)TM F(--x)d We have the following two corollaries of

Theorem .
Corollar3r 1 of Theorem 3. P-() ad P-(x) , for a

and all rational integers with O<_l <_ w.
Let be any Dirichlet character, m() be its conductor and G() be

its Gauss sum (n) exp (2=in/m() We set F,(z)= (n)aq
n=l n=l

where q=exp 2iz and (n)=O for (n, m()):/=l. We set Q()=Q((1),
(2), (3), ...)--the field generated over Q by the values which takes.

Corollary 2 of Theorem 3. For a rational integer with 0 <= <:w,
i) 1 f’,(z)zd e .() ora ’k with (--1) (--1)TM.

c+G()

(ii) 1 F,(z)zd e "(k) for ’k with g,(-1)-(-1).
As to the tunetions P(x), we have;

-1 p( X+v )p --aP(x)--(p)p-P(px) for all x e Q and with

O<_l<_w. Here we set Z(p)-O for primes p with pIN.
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Theorem 3 implies the algebraicity of the p-adic measures/i as-

sociated with F on Z/Aop for an integer A0 with (p XA0) which

are constructed by P(x) and the Nasybullin’s lemma in Manin [7] 9.4
Lemma. The complex valued measures/i are constructed by B. Mazur,
Ju. I. Manin, and Nasybullin in [7], [8], and [9].

To prove the above Theorem 3, we use the following (1)(5).
(1) The above Theorem 2 for F--FI(N).
(2) The above Theorem 1 for F--F(N).
(3) Sw+2(FI(N))-S/(FI(N))- 1S/(FI(N)).

R(4) For F I’(N), 9(S/. (F)) gl ](H (F(1), 7, Z)) (resp.
9(/-Z-S/(F)) ](H(F(1), 7, Z))) is a lattice in 9(S/(F)) (resp.
(/-1S2/(F))) which is stable by all the Hecke operators on F.

(5) Multiplicity one theorem.
Remark. A functional equation [(--N-la-)=--Nw/2afi(a) is

derived at least if (p, a)= 1 and (N, p/0)=l. Here denote certain
p-adic measures associated with F [].
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